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AN205336
F²MC-8FX Family, MB95200H/210H Series Watchdog Timer
This application note describes how to use the watch-dog timer, the functions of the watchdog timer and gives some
examples.
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Introduction
This application note describes how to use the watch-dog timer.
The application note describes the functions of the watchdog timer and gives some examples.

2

Watchdog Timer
This chapter introduces the basic function of the watchdog timer.

2.1

Key Features
The watchdog timer functions as a counter used to prevent program from running out of control. Once the watchdog
timer is activated, its counter needs to be cleared at specified intervals regularly. A watchdog reset is generated if the
timer is not cleared within a preset interval time based on Chapter 3. The watchdog timer that is not cleared may be
due to problems in the program which has entered into an infinite loop or Stack over-run or other possible problems
that caused the CPU to hang.
The watchdog timer has the following features:








Count clock selector
Watchdog timer counter
Reset control circuit is used to generate the reset signal when the WDT counter overflows
Watchdog timer clear selector is used to selects the watchdog timer clear signal
Counter timer control circuit
Hardware and software watchdog timer
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2.2

Block Diagram
Figure 1 shows the internal block diagram of watchdog timer.
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Watchdog Timer
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2.3

Registers
Please refer to Chapter 11 and Chapter 22 of MB95200H/210H Series Hardware Manual for detailed register setting.

2.3.1

Watchdog Timer Control Register (WDTC)
This register is used to activate or clear the watchdog timer.

Figure 2. WDTC
Address
000CH
software
hardware
2.3.2

bit7
CS1
R/W
R0/WX

bit6
CS0
R/W
R0/WX

bit5
CSP
R/W
R1/WX

bit4
HWWDT
R0,WX
R1,WX

bit3
WTE3
R0/W
R0/W

bit2
WTE2
R0/W
R0/W

bit1
WTE1
R0/W
R0/W

bit0
WTE0
R0/W
R0/W

Initial value
00000000B
00110000B

Watchdog Timer Selection ID Register (WDTH, WDTL)
The two registers are used to select hardware or software watchdog timer.

Figure 3. Watchdog Timer Selection ID Register (WDTH, WDTL)
Address
0FEBH
WDTH
0FECH
WDTL

bit7

bit6

bit5

bit4

bit3

bit2

bit1

bit0

Initial value

WDTH7

WDTH6

WDTH5

WDTH4

WDTH 3

WDTH 2

WDTH 1

WDTH 0

xxxxxxxx

WDTL7
R/WX

WDTL6
R/WX

WDTL5
R/WX

WDTL4
R/WX

WDTL 3
R/WX

WDTL 2
R/WX

WDTL 1
R/WX

WDTL 0
R/WX

xxxxxxxx

R/W

: Readable/writeable (Read value is the same as write value)

R/WX

: Read only (Readable, writing has no effect on operation)

R0/WX : Undefined bit (Read value is “0”, writing has no effect on operation)
R1/WX : Undefined bit (Read value is “1”, writing has no effect on operation)
R0/W

: Write only (Writable, “0” is read)
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2.4

NVR (Non-Volatile Register) Function
The NVR interface enables users to select hardware or software watchdog timer by modifying the 16-bit watchdog
timer selection ID. Please note that the watchdog timer selection ID cannot be modified while the CPU is running,
therefore please modify NVR in Flash Area first, then the MCU will copy these values to NVR interface (IO Area)
automatically after a reset.
Figure 4 shows the basic configuration of serial programming connection for flash memory products.
Figure 4. Retrieval of NVR during Reset

Please note that either the SWWDT or HWWDT can work at the same time. NVR is used to decide which one is
working.
These 16 bits of WDTH and WDTL are loaded from the flash address FFBE H, FFBFH after a reset. The initial values
are determined by the pre-loaded values in the NVR flash area.
Write certain values to the address FFBEH and FFBFH to select watchdog timer’s mode.
Table 1 shows watchdog timer selection ID.
Table 1. Watchdog Timer Selection ID
WDTH[7:0], WDTL[7:0]

Function

A596H

The HWWDT is disabled and the SWWDT is enabled.

A597H

The HWWDT is selected and the SWWDT is disabled. [It can be stopped in one of
the standby modes (stop/sleep/timebase timer/watch mode).]

Other than the above values

The WHWDT is selected and the SWWDT is disabled. [It keeps running in one of the
standby modes (stop/sleep/timebase timer/watch mode).]
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3

Interval Time
This chapter describes the interval time of the watchdog timer
The interval times of the watchdog timer are shown in Table 2. If the counter of watchdog timer is not cleared, a
watchdog reset is generated between the minimum time and the maximum time.
Table 2. Interval Times of Watchdog Timer
Interval time

Count clock switch bit

Count clock type

CS[1:0], CSP
000B(SWWDT)

Timebase timer output
(main clock = 4MHz)

010B(SWWDT)
100B(SWWDT)

Watch prescaler output
( sub-clock = 32.768KHz)
Sub-CR timer
(sub-CR clock = 50-200KHz)

Minimum time

Maximum time

21

524 ms

1.05 s

20

262 ms

524 ms

14

500 ms

1.00 s

13

2 /FCH
2 /FCH
2 /FCL

110B(SWWDT)

2 /FCL

250 ms

500 ms

XX1B(SWWDT) or HWWDT*1

216/FCRL

328 ms

2.62 s

*1: CS [1:0] = 00B, CSP = 1B (read only)
The interval time varies depending on the timing of clearing the watchdog timer. Figure 5 shows the correlation
21
between the timing of clearing the watchdog timer and the interval time when the timebase timer output 2 /FCH (FCH:
main clock) is selected as the count clock (main clock = 4MHz).
Figure 5. Clearing Timing and Interval Time of Watchdog Timer

Please note that program must clear the counter of the watchdog timer within the minimum time.
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4

Usage and Examples
Functions and examples for watchdog timer
This chapter describes the usage of watchdog timer and gives some examples.

4.1

Functions and Operations of Watchdog Timer
Please write certain values to NVR flash area address FFBE H and FFBFH to choose the watchdog timer operation
mode. See Table 1 for detailed settings of mode choose.
The Watchdog Timer has two operate modes as below:



Software watchdog

1.

Write “A596H” (enable software watchdog timer) to the address FFBE H and FFBFH on the flash memory, which
are copied to the watchdog timer selection ID register WDTH/WDTL (0FEB H/0FECH) after a reset.

2.

The watchdog timer is activated when “0101B” is written to the watchdog control bits of the watchdog timer
control register (WDTC: WTE3 to WTE0) for the first time after a reset. The count clock switch bits of the
watchdog timer register (WDTC: CS1, CS0, CSP) should also be set at the same time.

3.

Once the watchdog timer is activated, a reset is the only way to stop its operation. Please clear watchdog
counter in a specified intervals regularly depend on the setting of WDTC: CS1, CS0, CSP. Refer to Table 3-1 for
detailed interval time.



Hardware watchdog

1.

Write “A597H” (WDT can be stopped in a standby mode) or any other value (WDT is enabled in every mode)
except than “A596H” or “A597H” to the address FFBEH and FFBFH on the flash memory, which are copied to the
watchdog timer selection ID register WDTH/WDTL (0FEBH /0FECH) after a reset.

2.

The hardware watchdog timer starts automatically after a reset and cannot be stopped. Please clear its counter
at specified intervals regularly to avoid generates a watchdog timer reset.

3.

This timer is cleared by reset and resumes operation after the reset.

Please note that the watchdog timer is cleared at the same time as the timer selected as the count clock (timebase
timer or watch prescaler) is cleared. For this reason, the watchdog timer cannot function as such, if the software is set
to clear the selected timer repeatedly during the interval time of the watchdog timer
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4.2

Software Watchdog Timer
Setting Procedure Example
The software watchdog timer is set up through the following procedure:
1.

Ensure that the address FFBEH, FFBFH values are “A596H” (NVR flash area)

2.

Select the count clock. (WDTC:CS1,CS0,CSP)

3.

Activate the watchdog timer.

4.

Clear the watchdog timer within the minimum interval time. (WDTC:WTE3 to WTE0 = 0101B)

(WDTC:WTE3 to WTE0 = 0101B)

Refer Table 2.
The following example shows how to set up watchdog Timer for operation with software mode.
/* initial watchdog timer */
void InitWDT (void)
{
WDTC = 0x05;
// set count clock is 221/FCH
// start WDT counter
}
/* main routine */
void main (void)
{
InitWDT();
...
WDTC |= 0x05;

// clear WDT counter

}

main.c

#define HWD_DISABLE
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------; Hard Watchdog
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------#ifdef
HWD_DISABLE
.SECTION WDT, CONST, LOCATE=H'FFBE
.DATA.W
0xA596
#endif

startup.asm
Refer to Appendix Sample Code for project “SWWDT”.
Please note that once the watchdog timer is activated, it cannot be stopped until a reset is generated.
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4.3

Hardware Watchdog Timer
The hardware watchdog timer is set up through the following procedure:
1.

Activate the watchdog timer by writing “A597H” (WDT is enabled except in standby mode) or any other value
(WDT is enabled in every mode) except other than “A596H” and ”A597H” to the address FFBEH and FFBFH on the
flash memory, which are copied to the watchdog timer selection ID register WDTH/WDTL (0FEBH/0FECH)

2.

The HWWDT starts automatically after a reset.

3.

Clear the watchdog timer with minimum interval time. (WDTC:WTE3 to WTE0 = 0101 B)

Cause of while using the HWWDT, the count clock switch bits: CS1, CS0, CSP are fixed at “001”, the interval time is
16
fixed at 2 /FCRL too.
The following example shows how to set watchdog timer for operating in hardware mode.

/* Hardware watchdog timer starts automatically after a reset and */
/* cannot be stopped. The internal time is fixed to 216/FCRL
*/
/* main routine */
void main (void)
{
...
WDTC |= 0x05; // clear WDT counter
...
}

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------; Hard Watchdog
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------; #define HWD_DISABLE
#ifdef
HWD_DISABLE
.SECTION WDT, CONST, LOCATE=H'FFBE
.DATA.W
0xA596
#endif

main.c
startup.asm
Refer to Appendix Sample Code for project “HWWDT”.
Please note that the hardware watchdog timer starts automatically after a reset and cannot stop its operation.
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5

Note on Using Watchdog Timer
Take account of the following points when using the watchdog timer.



Stopping the watchdog timer

Once activated, the watchdog timer cannot be stopped until a reset is generated.
If a HWWDT is select, it will resume operation after a reset.



Selecting the count clock

Software watchdog timer
The count clock switch bits (WDTC: CS1, CS0, CSP) can be rewritten only when the watchdog control bits (WDTC:
WTE3 to WTE0) are set to "0101B" upon the activation of the watchdog timer. The count clock switch bits cannot be
written by a bit operation instruction. Moreover, the bit settings should not be changed once the timer is activated.
In sub-clock mode, the timebase timer does not operate because the main clock stops oscillating.
In order to operate the watchdog timer in sub-clock mode, it is necessary to select the watch prescaler as the count
clock beforehand and set "WDTC: CS1, CS0, CSP" to "100B" or "110B" or "XX1B".
Hardware watchdog timer
16

The count clock is fixed at 2 /FCRL.



Clearing the watchdog timer

Clearing the counter used for the count clock of the watchdog timer (timebase timer or watch prescaler or sub-CR
timer) also clears the counter of the watchdog timer.
The counter of the watchdog timer is cleared when entering the sleep mode, stop mode or watch mode except in the
case of selecting the hardware activation with the hardware watchdog timer running in a standby mode.



Programming precaution

When creating a program in which the watchdog timer is cleared repeatedly in the main loop, set the processing time
of the main loop including the interrupt processing time to the minimum watchdog timer interval time or shorter.



Hardware watchdog (with timer running in a standby mode)

The watchdog timer does not stop in stop mode, sleep mode, timebase timer mode or watch mode. Therefore, the
watchdog timer is not to be cleared by the CPU even if the internal clock stops. (in stop mode, sleep mode, timebase
timer mode or watch mode).
Regularly release a standby mode and clear the watchdog timer. However, a watchdog reset may be generated
depending on the setting of the oscillation stabilization wait time setting register after the CPU returns from stop mode
in sub-clock mode or sub-CR mode.
Take account of the setting of the sub-clock stabilization wait time when selecting the sub-clock.

6

Additional Information
For more Information on MB95200 products, visit the following website:
http://www.cypress.com/8fx-mb95200
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6.1

Sample Code

6.1.1

Project Name: SWWDT
Software watchdog timer
main.c
#include "mb95200.h"
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: Delay();
function: delay function
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Delay (unsigned int i)
{
while(i--)
{
asm("\tNOP");
}
}
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: InitWDT();
function: initial watchdog timer
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void InitCompTimer (void)
{
WDTC = 0x05;

// set count clock is 221/FCH
// start WDT counter

}
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: main();
function: main loop
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void main(void)
{
PDR0_P05 = 0;

// initial value

DDR0_P05 = 1;

// set P05 as output

InitWDT ();
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while(1)
{
PDR0_P05 = ~PDR0_P05;

// show program is normal run

Delay (500);

WDTC |= 0x05;

// clear WDT timer within a certain amount of time

}
}
startup.asm
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------; variable define declaration
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------#define HWD_DISABLE

; if define this, Hard Watchdog will disable.

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------; Hard Watchdog
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------#ifdef

HWD_DISABLE
.SECTION

WDT, CONST, LOCATE=H'FFBE

.DATA.W

0xA596

#endif
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6.1.2

Project Name: HWWDT
Hardware watchdog
main.c
#include "mb95200.h"
/* Hardware watchdog timer starts automatically after a reset and cannot be stopped */
/* The internal time is fixed to 216/FCRL

*/

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: Delay();
function: delay function
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void Delay (unsigned int i)
{
while(i--)
{
asm("\tNOP");
}
}
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------name: main();
function: main loop
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void main(void)
{
PDR0_P05 = 0;

// initial value

DDR0_P05 = 1;

// set P05 as output

while(1)
{
PDR0_P05 = ~PDR0_P05;

// show program is normal run

Delay (500);

WDTC |= 0x05;

// clear WDT timer within a certain amount of time

}
}
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startup.asm
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------; variable define declaration
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------;#define HWD_DISABLE

; if define this, Hard Watchdog will disable.

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------; Hard Watchdog
;-------------------------------------------------------------------------#ifdef HWD_DISABLE
.SECTION

WDT, CONST, LOCATE=H'FFBE

.DATA.W

0xA596

#endif
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